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Abstract. The problem of populating an ontology consists in adding to
it some new, domain-specific content from an input expressed, in particular, in a natural language. We focus on an important aspect in the
ontology population process finding and resolving coreferences, i.e., similar mentions of entities in the input text. Our novel contribution is a
formal framework which extends the state-of-the-art approaches by using multiple semantic similarity properties in the coreference resolution
process. Using the additional semantic similarity measures for evaluating coreference candidates improves the quality of the resolution process,
especially for complex objects.
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Introduction

The process of ontology population is the widely discussed problem of adding
new instances of concepts to the ontology. This process is a part of ontology
acquisition [11] from a domain-specific content, which is mostly represented in a
natural language. In this context, the solution for ontology population task is interrelated with the elaboration of natural language processing (NLP) techniques
applied in the process of information extraction (IE) with coreference resolution
as one of the most challenging NLP tasks.
In linguistics, reference is a relation of a text expression with some nonlinguistic object or circumstances in the real or abstract world. The coreference
resolution problem is to identify a particular text mention of a non-linguistic
entity to its other mentions in this text. Traditionally, the process of coreference
resolution consists of two main tasks: 1) the detection of entity mentions that are
candidates for coreference, and 2) the pairwise comparison of candidate mentions
in order to make the decision on candidate admissibility (whether the pair is valid
or not) using some criteria.
?
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The contribution of this paper is a framework for the broad use of properties
of ontology classes and relations in the coreference resolution process. We exploit
these properties for evaluating the semantic coreference similarity in the integral
evaluation of coreference similarity. The proposed framework is used to improve
our coreference resolution algorithm [5] for making the decision on the candidate
admissibility which is used in our general approach to text analysis and information extraction for populating a subject domain ontology. In our approach, the
following IE tasks are performed: the preliminary extraction of subject domain
terms from a given text [8]; the segmentation of the text into formal and genre
fragments (sentences, sections, headlines, etc) [13]; the construction of objects,
corresponding to instances of a subject domain ontology, from the terms [3]; the
coreference resolution [5]; the lexical and syntactic disambiguation [4]; and the
update of the ontology with the processed objects (in plans). In our framework,
the coreference resolution problem is to detect if some group of retrieved objects
refer to the particular ontology instance.
There are several basic approaches to coreference resolution covered in the
literature. The most important trends in the field can be found in the comprehensive surveys [10, 1, 12]. These trends can be categorized into rule-based and
machine learning approaches. The rule-based approaches rely on hand-coded
heuristics that specify whether two expressions can or cannot corefer, and exploit a lot of domain and linguistic knowledge. The machine learning approaches
use corpora annotated with coreference information as a training data for automatic recognizing coreference. Unfortunately, in limited subject domains (for
example, particular science and industrial domains such as technical documentation) representative training text corpora do not usually exist. In this cases,
it is reasonable to use classical rule-based methods.
In the context of ontology population, the rule-based approaches called “ontology-driven” IE is of particular significance. In this approach, IE and ontology
population are closely interrelated. An ontology is used to represent the IE process output and, on the other hand, the ontology structure and knowledge represented in it help to solve IE domain-specific subtasks [9]. In [14, 7] the coreference
task is discussed with respect to both intra- and cross-document analysis. In
both papers the ontology-level information is used to determine ontology object
identity and similarity: they can be calculated using the object’s own features’
values and the values of features of other objects that are connected with this
object by semantic relations. The approach to coreference resolution in [7] seems
somewhat limited as it allows only certain types of named entities (persons, organizations, etc.), and the feature values comparison is made by direct string
matching without use of any similarity measure. To avoid identification errors,
a special hand-crafted database is used. This identification knowledge base contains validated objects with no duplicates. The identifiers (feature values) of
the extracted objects are compared with the identifiers of objects in the base.
In [14], the process consists of two consecutive steps. The first step deals with
the coreference factors at the text level (such as string similarity) and produces
typed entity and relation instances which are mapped into an RDF graph. Af2

ter that a semantic coreference algorithm runs on the RDF graph to revise the
results of the text-based step. Instances are merged if they belong to the same
class in the domain ontology and their string similarity is higher than a predefined threshold. However, these approaches to coreference resolution provide
insufficient completeness, in particular, due to the poor use of the features of
ontology classes and relations. They take into account coincidence of classes and
relations of coreferential candidates for the resolution. This case corresponds to
using only the identity property of ontology elements.
Our approach to coreference resolution [5] is rule-based, because we deal
with limited subject domains. Our proposed algorithm is ontology-driven as it
strongly relies on the structure of the underlying predefined domain ontology.
We focus on full lexical items (nominals and names), as they bear more semantic clues than pronominals for making comparisons with ontology classes
and instances. Ambiguities occurring at the linguistic level are resolved at the
ontology level. We use a similarity measure to compare potential coreferential
objects within the group. The detection and resolution of the coreference use ontology properties of the classes and the similarity measure. Unlike the previous
ontology-driven approaches, our evaluation of the measure is not limited to string
similarity and the identity property of ontology elements: the notion of similarity
integrates textual factors (such as text distance and context dependence) with
the factors based on the ontological properties of instances’ attributes (class
hierarchy, composition, transitivity, etc.).
In this paper, we suggest to extend the list of the ontological properties used
for coreference resolution with several other properties such as inverse, symmetry,
intersection, union, etc. Using these extra properties for evaluating coreference
similarity improves the quality of the resolution process. Such evaluation method
can be applied to any ontology-driven approach. Our way of using the ontology
structure allows one to resolve coreferences more precisely even for complex objects such as descriptions of events and situations presented as ontology polyadic
relations. To the best of our knowledge, coreferencing such complex objects has
not been studied in detail yet.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we give some
background definitions and formally state the problem of coreference resolution.
Section 3 defines the semantic similarity measure in detail and gives some examples of its evaluation. In the concluding Section 4, we discuss future work.

2

Problem Statement and Base Definitions

Let us consider an ontology of some particular subject domain, together with
the ontology population rules, semantic and syntactic models for the language
of the subject domain, and the term vocabulary. We assume that input data are
provided as a finite natural language text, information from which is used for
populating our ontology. We consider an OWL-like ontology representation [6].
An ontology O of a subject domain includes the following elements:
3

– a finite nonempty set CO of classes for representing the concepts of the
subject domain,
– a finite set DO of data domains, and
– a finite set of attributes with names in AtrO = DatO ∪ RelO , each of which
has values in some data domain from DO (data attributes in DatO ) or has
values as instances of some classes (relation attributes in RelO , which model
binary relations).
Every class c ∈ CO is defined by the tuple of attributes: c = (Datc , Relc ),
where every data attribute α ∈ Datc ⊆ DatO has the domain dα ∈ DO with
values in Vdα and every relation attribute ρ ∈ Relc ⊆ RelO has values from
classes Cρ ⊆ CO . We denote the class of an attribute γ by cγ . The set of all class
attributes is denoted by Atrc = Datc ∪Relc . This set includes the nonempty set of
key attributes AtrcK . The key attributes can be data as well as relation attributes.
We say that a is an instance of the class ca = (Datca , Relca ) (a ∈ ca ) iff
a = (ca , Data , Rela ), where every data attribute in Data has a name αa ∈ Datca
with the values Vαa from Vdαa and every relation attribute in Rela has a name
ρa ∈ Relca with the values Vρa as instances of the classes from Cρ . The data
key attributes are always one-valued, i.e. every key attribute of every ontology
instance can have only a single value. The relation key attributes correspond to
bijective relations. We consider an ontology without data and class synonyms, i.e.
∀α1 , α2 ∈ DatO : dα1 6= dα2 and ∀c1 , c2 ∈ CO : Atrc1 6= Atrc2 . An information
content ICO of the ontology O is a set of instances of the classes from O. The
ontology population problem is to compute an information content for a given
ontology from the given input data.
In the following, we list some properties of classes and attributes which are
well-known in the area of ontology and description logics. We will use them in
the processes of detection and resolution of coreferences. This list does not claim
to be comprehensive. The use of these properties for evaluating the semantic
coreferential similarity improves the precision and recall of coreference resolution.
We can evaluate the degree of identity/similarity of coreferential candidates using
the fact that the data/relation attributes of these coreferential candidates are
related by some of these relations and their values are consistent. In this paper,
combinations of the properties are not considered, except the refinement relation
which is the combination of the composition and inclusion relations. We use the
standard notions of class and attribute inheritance relations. The relations on
relation attributes correspond to the standard definitions of ontology relations
between classes.
Definition 1. Let c, c0 ∈ CO , γ, γ 0 ∈ AtrO , and ρ, ρ0 , ρ00 ∈ RelO . We define the
following properties:
–
–
–
–
–

the
the
the
the
the

single inheritance class relation: c < c0 ;
single inheritance sub-attribute relation: γ  γ 0 ;
ternary intersection relation: ρ = ρ0 u ρ00 ;
ternary union relation: ρ = ρ0 t ρ00 ;
ternary composition relation: ρ = ρ0 ◦ ρ00 ;
4

–
–
–
–
–
–

the ternary refinement relation: ρ = ρ0 . ρ00 iff ρ0 ◦ ρ00 @ ρ;
the inverse relation: ρ = ρ0` ;
the inclusion relation: ρ v ρ0 ;
the transitive-reflexive closure relation: ρ = ρ0∗ ;
t
the transitivity: ρ ∈ RelO
;
s
the symmetry: ρ ∈ RelO .

We extend the list of standard properties with the refinement relation as the
combination of the composition and inclusion relation, because in many practical cases of ontology relations the strict inclusion of the relation composition
is required in coreferential candidates’ comparison. For example, using the attribute relation live in ◦ include @ appear in we can deduce that if somebody
lives in a house then the one can appear in a room of the house, but the opposite
assertion does not hold, i.e. in some sense, attribute include refines live in.
For the specific goals of this paper – the evaluating the semantic coreference
similarity – we introduce the following new notions. For classes and attributes, we
take into account the hierarchical structure implied by the inheritance relation.
Let γ, γ 0 ∈ AtrO , c, c0 ∈ CO , and C, C 0 ⊆ CO .
–
–
–
–
–
–

The hierarchical group of the class c is Hi(c) = S
{c} ∪ {c0 | c0 < c ∨ c0 > c}.
The hierarchical group of the set C is Hi(C) = c0 ∈C Hi(c0 ).
Hierarchical inclusion: c ∈i C iff c ∈ Hi(C).
Hierarchical-subset inclusion: C ⊆i C 0 iff ∀c ∈ C : c ∈i C 0 .
Hierarchical intersection: C ∩i C 0 = Hi(C) ∩ Hi(C 0 ).
Hierarchical consistency 'i :
• c 'i c0 iff Hi(c) ∩ Hi(c0 ) 6= ∅;
• γ 'i γ 0 iff γ = γ 0 ∨ γ  γ 0 ∨ γ  γ 0 .

For cases when properties of attributes in Definition 1 are unknown for a
given ontology to be populated, we use the necessary conditions of the properties for evaluating the semantic coreferential similarity. The following proposition
formulates these conditions in a constructive way. We denote the necessary condition of a property x by N x . The proof follows from Definition 1.
Proposition 1. Let α, β ∈ DatO , ρ, ξ, π ∈ RelO .
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

α 'i β ⇒ N d = (Vdαa ⊆ Vdβb ∨ Vdβb ⊆ Vdαa );
ρ 'i ξ ⇒ N r = (Cρ ⊆i Cξ ∨ Cξ ⊆i Cρ );
t
⇒ N t = (cρ ∈i Cρ );
ρ ∈ RelO
s
ρ ∈ RelO ⇒ N s = (cρ ∈i Cρ ).
ρ = π ` ⇒ N ` = (cρ ∈i Cπ ∧ cπ ∈i Cρ );
π = ρ u ξ ⇒ N u = (cπ ∈i {cρ } ∧ cπ ∈i {cξ } ∧ Cπ ⊆i Cρ ∩i Cξ );
ξ = ρ t π ⇒ N t = (cρ ∈i {cξ } ∧ Cρ ⊆i Cξ );
ρ v ξ ⇒ N v = (cρ ∈i {cξ } ∧ Cρ ⊆i Cξ );
ρ = ξ ∗ ⇒ N ∗ = (cρ = cξ ∧ Cρ ⊆i Cξ ∧ cξ ∈i Cξ );
ρ = ξ . π ⇒ N . = (cξ ∈i {cρ } ∧ cπ ∈i Cξ ∧ Cπ ⊆i Cρ );
ρ = ξ ◦ π ⇒ N ◦ = (cξ = cρ ∧ cπ ∈i Cξ ∧ Cπ = Cρ );
5

We define a set A of information objects (i-objects) retrieved from input data
and corresponding to ontology instances. Every information object a ∈ A has
the form (ca , Data , Rela , Ga , Pa ), where
– the class ca ∈ CO ;
– Data is the set of data attributes αa = (α, V alαa ), where
• the name α ∈ Datca , and
• V alαa is the set of information values v̄ = (vv̄ , sv̄ ) with
∗ the data value vv̄ ∈ dα ,
a set of values of αa is Vαa = {vv̄ | v̄ ∈ V alαa },
∗ sv̄ is structural information (a position in input data);
– Rela is the set of relation attributes ρa = (ρ, Vρa ), where
• the name ρ ∈ Relca , and
• Vρa is the set of i-objects of a class cō from Cρa ;
– Ga is the grammar information (morphological and syntactic features);
– Pa is the structural information (a set of positions in the input data).
We denote Atra = Data ∪ Rela as the set of all attributes. Note that the properties of natural language processing may cause assigning key attributes of i-objects
with many values. Such ambiguities are resolved after the coreference resolution
process is finished.
Every i-object corresponds to some ontology instance in a natural way as
follows. Let a = (ca , Data , Rela , Ga , Pa ) be an i-object, then its corresponding
ontology instance is a0 = (ca , Data0 , Rela0 ), and every α ∈ Data0 has value(s) in
Vαa and every ρ ∈ Rela0 has values in Vρa .
For formulating the problem of coreference resolution, we introduce the collative relations on i-objects a, b ∈ A:
– duplication: a and b are duplicates (a = b) iff AtraK = AtrbK , and Pa = Pb ;
– ontological equivalence: a and b are ontological equivalents (a ≡ b) iff AtraK =
AtrbK , and Pa 6= Pb ;
– coreference: a and b are coreferential candidates (a ≈ b) iff ca 'i cb , and
AtraK ⊆ AtrbK ∨ AtrbK ⊆ AtraK , where AtraK ⊆ AtrbK iff ∀γa ∈ AtraK :
Vγa 6= ∅ →W∃δb ∈ AtrbK : γa ⊆ δb ), where γa ⊆ δb iff (γa , δb ∈ DatO ∧
Vγa ⊆ Vδb ) (γa , δb ∈ RelO ∧ Vγa ⊆r Vδb ), where ⊆r is defined in the next
paragraph.
We define for i-objects the following notions, taking into account their coreferential candidates. Let a, b, c ∈ A, and X, Y ⊂ A.
–
–
–
–
–
–

The coreferential group of the i-object a is cR(a) S
= {a} ∪ {x ∈ A | x ≈ a}.
The coreferential group of the set X is cR(X) = x∈X cR(x).
Coreferential inclusion: a ∈r X iff a ∈ cR(X).
Coreferential-subset inclusion: X ⊆r Y iff ∀x ∈ X : x ∈r Y .
Coreferential intersection: X ∩r Y = cR(X) ∩ cR(Y ).
Coreferential conflict: i-objects a and b are in the coreferential conflict with
c
respect to i-object c (a ! b) iff a ≈ c ∧ b ≈ c ∧ a ∈
/ cR(b). The coreferential
conflict means that some i-object is a coreferential candidate for two noncoreferential i-objects.
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The coreference resolution problem is to detect if given i-objects correspond to
the same ontology instance. Our algorithm for coreference resolution constructs
conflict-free groups of coreferential candidates. This construction uses the coreference similarity of i-objects for resolving coreferential conflicts. The measure of
c
coreference similarity for i-objects a and b is denoted as cs(a, b). If a ! b, then
we say that the coreferential conflict is resolved to a iff cs(a, c) > cs(b, c).
The measure of the coreference similarity cs(a, b) is calculated as the normalized sum of semantic S(a, b), context C(a, b), position P (a, b) and grammar
measures G(a, b): cs(a, b) = 41 (S(a, b) + C(a, b) + P (a, b) + G(a, b)). We leave for
future work a more precise estimation of the contribution of each component to
this measure which may change the corresponding coefficients in the formula.
The semantic measure is discussed in the next section in detail, while the
other three measures are briefly explained here. The context measure of similarity C(a, b) takes into account the information connectivity of i-objects in a
given text. This measure depends on the number of i-objects which directly or
indirectly use (1) attribute values from both a and b, and (2) attribute values
borrowed by a from b, and by b from a, for the evaluation of their own attributes.
The position measure of similarity P (a, b) takes into account various forms of
closeness of i-objects in an input text. This measure depends on the number of
segments, coreferential candidates in the conflict, and lexemes placed between
the positions of a and b. The grammar measure of similarity G(a, b) is based on
the standard linguistic features such as gender, number, person, etc. The details
of these measures’ definitions can be found in [5].

3

The semantic measure of the coreference similarity.

The semantic measure of the coreference similarity takes into account the attribute similarity of i-objects. In Table 1, we summarize 11 types of the similarity,
corresponding to the properties of Definition 1. Here a, b ∈ A, γa ∈ Atra , δb ∈
Atrb , and a ≈ b. The measure of semantic similarity is P
defined by the normalized
1
sum of all attribute similarity powers: S(a, b) = |Sim
b|
(γa ,δb )∈Simba sim(γa , δb ),
a

where Simba = {(γa , δb ) | sim(γa , δb ) 6= 0} is the set of similar attributes with
the non-zero similarity power sim(γa , δb ).
In Table 1, the letter x denotes the type of a similarity: x ∈ {d, r, u, t, ◦, ., `
, v, ∗, t, s}. The ontology condition Ox is composed of the condition on the
attributes and the corresponding necessary condition N x from Proposition 1.
This necessary condition is used when the properties of attributes in Definition 1 are unknown for a given populating ontology. The value condition
V x = (S x 6= ∅ ∧ E x = ∅), where S x is the set of similar values and E x is
the set of common values in the three cases of similarity (in other cases E x is
not necessary to define). The x-similarity condition is Ax = Ox ∧ V x . The power
of similarity with respect to attributes γa and δb is sim(γa , δb ). For a relation
attribute γ, we introduce the inverse cardinality ic(γ) = cardinality(γ ` ), where
cardinality is the standard numeric property of ontology relations [6]. The value
of ic(γ) characterizes the number of how many distinct instances may or must
7

be related with the same instance by the relation corresponding to γ. This value
is used in the power of similarity.
Following Table 1, we consider that for the i-objects a and b the attribute
γa is x-similar to attribute δb iff Ax holds, and the power of the x-similarity
is sim(γa , δb ). In the table, αa ∈ Data , βb ∈ Datb , ρa ∈ Rela , ξb ∈ Relb ,
i(γ) = ic(γ)−1 , i(ρa , ξb ) = (ic(ρa ) · ic(ρa ))−1 and the normalizing coefficients are
1
1
+ |cR(V
).
Norm(αa , βb ) = 12 ( |V1α | + |V1β | ) and Norm(ρa , ξb ) = 21 ( |cR(V
ρ )|
ξ )|
a

a

b

b

Table 1. The types of the semantic similarity
Similarity
Ox
V x = (S x 6= ∅ ∧ E x = ∅)
Data
αa ∼d βb
α 'i β ∨ N d
S d = Vαa ∩ Vβb
Relation
ρa ∼r ξb
ρ 'i ξ ∨ N r
S r = Vρa ∩r Vξb
t
Transitive ρ = ξ,
E = Vρa ∩r Vξb ,
ρa ∼t ξb

t
∨ N t S t = {(o, p)|o ∈r Vρa , p ∈r Vξb ,
ρ ∈ RelO

Symmetric ρ = ξ,

p ∈r Vρo ∨ o ∈r Vρp }
E s = Vρa ∩r Vξb ,

ρa ∼s ξb

s
∨ N s S s = {o|o ∈r Vρa ∧ b ∈r Vρo or
ρ ∈ RelO

Inverse

o ∈r Vξb ∧ a ∈r Vξo }
E = Vρa ∩r Vξb ,

ρa ∼` ξb

ρ = ξ,
∃π ∈ RelO :

S ` = {o|o ∈r Vρa ∪ Vξb and
a ∈r Vπo ∨ b ∈r Vπo }

π = ρ u ξ ∨ N u Su =

S

o∈cπ

Vπo ∩r Vρa ∩r Vξb

Union
∃π ∈ RelO :
ρa ∼ t ξ b ξ = ρ t π ∨ N t
S t = Vξb ∩r Vρa
Inclusion
ρa ∼v ξb
ρ v ξ ∨ Nv
S v = Vρa ∩r Vξb
Closure
ρa ∼∗ ξb
ρ = ξ∗ ∨ N ∗
S ∗ = Vρa ∩r Vξb
Refinement ∃π ∈ RelO :
S . = {(o, p)|o ∈r Vρa and
ρa ∼. ξb

ρ = ξ . π ∨ N.

Composition ∃π ∈ RelO :
ρa ∼◦ ξb

ρ = ξ ◦ π ∨ N◦

|S d | · Norm(αa , βb )
|S r | · Norm(ρa , ξb )
|S t |·i(ρa )
|cR(Vρa )|·|cR(Vξb )|
|S s |·i(ρa )
|cR(Vρa ∪Vξb )|

`

ρ = π` ∨ N `
Intersection ∃π ∈ RelO :
ρa ∼ u ξ b

sim(γa , δb )

p ∈ Vξb ∩r Vπo }
S ◦ = {o|o ∈ cπ and
o ∈r Vξb ∧ Vρa ∩r Vπo 6= ∅}

|S ` |·i(ρa )
|cR(Vρa ∪Vξb )|
|S u |·i(ρa ,ξb )
|Vρa ∩r Vξb |

|S t |·i(ρa )·Norm(ρa , ξb )
|S v |·i(ρa )·Norm(ρa , ξb )
|S ∗ |·i(ρa )·Norm(ρa , ξb )
|S . |·i(ρa ,ξb )
|cR(Vρa )|·|cR(Vξb )|
|S ◦ |·i(ρa ,ξb )
|cR(Vξb )|

Proposition 2. Let X ⊆ {d, r, u, t, ◦, ., `, v, ∗, t, s}. If for the attributes
of
V
coreferential candidates a and b the semantic similarity condition x∈X Ax
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holds, then these coreferential candidates correspond to the same ontology instance with the integral accuracy cs(a, b) which uses the semantic similarity
powers simx through the semantic similarity measure S(a, b).
The proof of the proposition is based on Definition 1 and Proposition 1.
Let us illustrate our introduced framework by the examples of coreferential
candidates whose attributes are related by the composition, refinement, inverse
and symmetric relations. The ontology’s domain of our examples of i-objects
is the area of Technical Documentation. We consider a technical document X
on the development of some system Foo, which includes a database Bar with
a query language Baz. The document describes modules Qux and Quux, and
service files Grault and Garply.
In the document, we consider two mentions of a programm module: one
mention concerns the interaction of a programm module with the database Bar,
the other mention is about query generations in the language Baz by a programm
module. For this document, our algorithm of text analysis creates the following
i-objects:
a = module( name = Qux, parent = Quz . . . ρa = interaction (database: Bar)),
b = module( name = Qux, . . . ξb = query generation (language: Baz)),
Bar = database( . . . π = query language (language: Baz)).
These i-objects are coreferential candidates, because they have the identical class
module, the key data attribute name is the same, and the key relation attribute
parent is not defined for b. The compositional similarity of these i-objects is
sim(ρa , ξb ) = 1, because the values of the attributes are consistent (S ◦ 6= ∅),
the ontology of the document X contains the following compositional relation:
query generation = interaction ◦ query language, and the inverse cardinalities of
interaction and query generation are equal to 1.
In the document, we consider also two mentions of a user: one mention states
that a user uses system Foo, the other mention states that a user can read
database Bar. For this document, our algorithm creates the following i-objects:
a = user( . . . ρa = use (system: Foo)),
b = user( . . . ξb = read (database: Bar)),
Bar = database( . . . πc = part of (system: Foo)).
These i-objects are coreferential candidates, because they have identical class
user and their key attributes are not defined. The refinement similarity of these
i-objects is sim(ρa , ξb ) = 1, because the values of the attributes are consistent
(S . 6= ∅), in the ontology of the document X the following refinement relation is
given: use = read . part of, and the the inverse cardinalities of use and read are
equal to 1.
We consider two mentions of a program module: one mention concerns sending messages to the module Qux, the other is about communication with the
module Quux. The module Qux can receive messages from the module of the
latter mention as written in the document X. For this document, our algorithm
of text analysis creates the following i-objects:
a = module (. . . ρa = send message to (module: Qux)),
9

b = module (. . . ξb = send message to (module: Quux)),
Qux = module (. . . π = receive message from (module: b)).
These i-objects a and b are coreferential candidates, because they have identical class module and their key attributes are not defined. The inverse similarity
of these i-objects is sim(ρa , ξb ) = 1, because the values of the attributes are
consistent (E ` = ∅ ∧ S ` 6= ∅), in the ontology of the document X the following inverse relation is given: send message to = (receive message from)` , and the
inverse cardinality of send message to is equal to 1.
In the document, we can finally consider two mentions of a service files: one
mention concerns synchronization with the file Grault, the other is about the
synchronization with the file Garply. The file Grault must be synchronized with
the file of the latter mention as written in the document X. For this document,
our algorithm of text analysis creates the following i-objects:
a = file( . . . ρa = synchronization with (file: Grault)),
b = file( . . . ξb = synchronization with (file: Garply)),
Grault = file( . . . π = synchronization with (file: b)).
These i-objects a and b are coreferential candidates, because they have identical class file and their key attributes are not defined. The symmetry similarity
of these i-objects is sim(ρa , ξb ) = 13 , because the values of the attributes are
consistent (E s = ∅ ∧ S s 6= ∅), in the ontology of the document X the relation
synchronization with is stated to be symmetric, and the inverse cardinality of
send message to is equal to 3.

4

Conclusion

In this paper, we suggest a novel formal framework that allows to use a number
of properties of ontology classes and relations in the approach to coreference resolution in the process of ontology population. These properties include class and
attribute hierarchy, intersection, union, composition, refinement, inverse, inclusion, reflexive-transitive closure, transitivity, and symmetry. We show how they
can be efficiently used in the evaluation of the semantic similarity of coreferential
candidates. This evaluation is integrated into a single estimation of coreferential
similarity. Using these properties give more precise and complete coreference
identification due to taking into account more similarity factors than just the
elements’ identity.
In the nearest future we plan to extend the above list of properties used in
our framework with their meaningful combinations which appear in the practice
of information extraction. While the presented properties are defined for binary
ontology relations, we propose to specify them for n-ary ontology relations which
represent situations and events of the real world. All these additional properties
will improve the quality of coreference resolution. For the better estimation of
the impact of the semantic similarity on the integrated evaluation of coreference
similarity, we will investigate the frequency and significance of using particular
ontology properties for defining the corresponding coefficients in the similarity
evaluation formula.
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